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I. I NTRODUCTION

M

ICRO devices have many potential applications in both
research and industries. Micro sensing devices are often
used to retrieve useful local state information. Such devices
present high interests in robotics or mechanical engineering as
they enable to measure critical information needed to succeed
in doing the desired tasks in an appropriate way (like gripping,
guiding as in [1]). In the domain of mechanical properties
study such as, characterization of biological cells, and fibers
[2]–[4], a high-quality force sensing can efficiently benefit
the characterization of different mechanical properties like
stiffness, tensile strength, or different modulus. Depending on
the device and application, the decision for the task handling
may be done with an indirect state estimation with the help of
a model [5]–[7] or based on some internal state knowledge like
the case of self-sensing [8], or direct feedback from an appropriate calibrated sensor [9]. In the context of microrobotics
and manipulation, the challenges raised by the fragility of
the structure or the sensitivity to uneven terrain during the
task handling make state estimation necessary. Especially
when the environment is unknown (or changing), the sensing
requirement becomes highly demanding. During the micromanipulation and/or characterization, several phenomena (such
as surface forces) becomes predominant [10], but these forces
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despite their significant impact, can hardly be modeled in most
of the cases. In order to address such complexity, there is
requirement of early contact detection (typically few µN of
force) but also to be able to sense force of some mN [11],
which can evolve during the progress of the task. Moreover,
the order of forces to be sensed may vary to several mN, as in
the case of micro-assembly using glue [12], where the liquid
glue can introduce capillary forces of few µN, but with the
curing the resulted forces can go up to several mN. These
kind of applications require, a high resolution in sensing for
capillary forces (liquid-glue), but over a long sensing range
because of the forces from curing evolution. Therefore high
Range-to-Resolution ratio (RtR2) sensing is a key need for an
effective handling of such tasks.
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Abstract—This paper presents a novel multi-axis µForce sensor
with a range-to-resolution ratio of 55000, which makes the
sensing device highly useful for wide range of applications. The
presented device relies on a sensing strategy where a 2D encoded
micro-pattern is encrypted to the mobile part of the compliant
platform. This encoded pattern allows multi-axis visual sensing of
displacements over a long range whereas Fourier computations
ensures sub-pixel interpolation leading to the high resolution. The
device is fabricated on a silicon wafer by means of clean room
technology to comply with both precision encoding requirements
and reliable mechanical behavior.
The work presents the design, modeling and fabrication as
well as the experimental validation of the multi-axis µForceTorque sensor. A modeling strategy is proposed for an effective
estimation of force/torque with its capability to adapt non-linear
stiffness evolution during the external loading. Experimentation
demonstrates a sensing resolution of 2 µN over a validated range
of 110 mN. The proposed sensor measures the force along the
two planar axes, and also the torque along the axis orthogonal
to the plane, thus validating its axial decoupling capabilities.
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Fig. 1: Positioning of the presented work relative to the multiaxis state-of-the art sensors
Small scale devices often have coupling behavior among
different mechanical axes, and therefore for an effective
study/handling of the task, multi-axis sensing is required. Several multi-axis micro-force sensors have been developed, depending on the requirements of the targeted tasks. A graphical
comparison of the existing state-of-the-art multi-axis microforce sensors [13]–[22] (similar performances along the 2 axis)
with the proposed work is presented in Fig. 1. In all the cases
presented in Fig. 1, the best possible sensing and range configurations are used (in case sensor has different performances
under different mode of its proposed use). In Fig. 1, very
few sensors are able to measure forces up to some mN range
with a resolution of some µN. This work addresses the lock of
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bringing a high RtR2 multi-axis sensing. Vision based sensing
together with compliance structure constitutes a great interest
in multi-axis sensing, especially when the targeted sensing
need to be precise against the environmental variation, such
as change of temperature, humidity. Such sensing technique
can take advantage of a dedicated encoding, so as to sense
over a long range and to be able to decouple different axes.
The encoding strategy defined in [23] and [24] demonstrate the
possibility of a precise and multi-axis sensing capability using
vision. Such encoding combining together with micro-sized
patterning, can help to minimize the number of pattern needed
in the field of view for sensing. To use these advantages of
sensing over a long range, there is requirement of a dedicated
compliance structure design [25]. With the use of compliance
structures, it may possible that the structure exhibit the nonlinearity after some part of the linear sensing. The different
force sensors discussed in the state-of-the-art, operate in linear
zone with a constant value of force to displacement ratio
but majority of available mechanical structures have wider
non-linear zone compared to linear zone (at the micro-scale).
Working in linear zone provides many advantages, such as
simplified model, higher linearity, and flexibility over segment
of the sensing range without knowledge of the pre-load. But,
finding a way to make use of non-linear zone adds up a diverse
capability to use the mechanical structure over a very high
sensing range. Overall, the objective and so the key content
of this work can be formulated as:
• To design a system capable of translation and rotation
over a long range (corresponding to force of 100 mN or
higher) and fulfilling both the encoding and mechanical
requirements (section II-B).
• To develop a model which allows the use of the sensed
planar positions to force and torque and is capable to
adapt the force-displacement linear or non-linear relation
if required (section III).
• To fabricate the corresponding structure (section IV).
• To demonstrate a high RtR2 performance experimentally
(section V and VI).
The paper introduces the sensor design including its working principle and the system modeling. Then the fabrication
process and experimental setup is presented followed by the
experimental results validating the measurement capabilities.
The paper ends with conclusion and prospects (section VII).

part of a compliant structure and observed by a static vision
system fasten to the external structure frame. The design of a
suitable compliant structure is thus required with the constraint
that the encoded pattern must remain in the in-focus plane of
the vision system.

II. S ENSING P RINCIPLE AND P LATFORM D ESIGN

Fig. 2 is a COMSOL simulation view of the sensing
platform, where an external force fz is applied, resulted into
displacement of CRB, and according deformation of the beams
around. The form factor of the beams ensures guided planar
motion fulfilling focus requirements. The principle scheme

A. Sensing Principle
Force sensing is always indirect and requires physical laws
and/or a model. Among the different physical principles that
can be used to assess force, many limitations occur and
getting a high RtR2 is really a challenge. The use of a
compliant platform is a common solution and, then, force can
be retrieved through the measurement of either strain, stress,
displacement, etc. The force sensing principle used in this
paper consists in applying the in-plane measurement method
to a compliant platform of which the motion of the central
part is representative of the force applied. For this purpose, a
pseudoperiodic encoded pattern is encrypted on the movable

B. System Design
System design needs to fulfill a high precision requirement
tied to the encoding of the platform and a sufficient mechanical
flexibility to allow long range sensing. Because of the visual
measurement approach chosen, the movable part must be rigid
to avoid encoded pattern deformations that would result into
corrupt measurements. Therefore, the mechanical structure
must exhibit a movable but rigid part bound to the static
frame of the structure by means of flexible links. The design
should keep the advantage of symmetry and elastic behavior
over a large range (to allow the best possible performance
along the 2 axis). The device was fabricated through clean
room processing because of precise encoding requirements
(cf. Sect.II-C) and because of the highly sensitive compliant
structure with beam widths of a few µm. The overall size of
the proposed system is 29.5 mm × 29.5 mm, with the Central
Rigid Body (CRB) of 5.2 mm × 5.2 mm, beams around with
width of 50 µm and thickness of 500 µm.
Displacement of center of CRB (µm)
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Fig. 2: Sensing platform design and working principle
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Fig. 3: Principle scheme of the force-torque sensing platform
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of the platform is depicted in Fig. 3. Where fx and fz are
respectively forces along X and Z axis, and Ty is the torque
about Y, OL is the position of the point of application of
load. Vision algorithms applied to the images of the encoded
pattern recorded by the camera provide three position data
xCF V , zCF V , and α. Data xCF V , zCF V refer to the X and
Z positions of the center of the field of view with respect to
the whole encoded pattern whereas α, the angle between the
pattern axes and the pixel frame axes, determines the angular
position about axis Y. These data need to be used in a model
so as to have an estimate of the forces (fˆx , fˆz respectively
along X and Z) and Torque (Tˆy along Y). Further information
on position retrieval is provided in Sect.II-C whereas Sect.III
presents the platform modeling for force and torque estimation.
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Fig. 5: System behavior from COMSOL simulation

C. Vision-based Position Measurement
The approach of sensing in the proposed work, consists of
visual processing to retrieve data xCF V , zCF V and α which
then need to be converted into force / torque data. This step is
based on an encoded pattern of the type described in [23], [24]
as well as suited decoding algorithms. Basically, the encoded
pattern is made of a 2D periodic distribution of dots altered
by missing lines and columns as shown in Fig. 4.

Center of eld of view (CFV)

Encoded cell

+
X
Z

where φx and φz results from the phase interpolation at
the center of the field of view and kx and kz correspond
to the correct number of entire periods. The rotation α of
the platform is given by the orientation of the lines and
columns of dots relatively to the pixel frame of the camera.
α is also retrieved with a high accuracy from the phase data.
In Fig. 4a, OP is the pattern frame and OW is the world
frame. Information provided by vision algorithm is obtained
originally with respect to OP frame but, to keep the uniformity,
all positions are defined throughout with respect to the world
frame OW . In practice, a physical period (λphy ) of 6 µm with
an encoding on 8 bits is chosen. The resulting encoded area
of 4.716 mm × 4.716 mm is centered on the 5.2 mm ×5.2 mm
area of the CRB.

P
M

III. S YSTEM M ODELING AND E STIMATION

Reference force
Encoded area sensor

(a) Encoding on CRB

(b) Major field of view

Fig. 4: Encoded Central Rigid Body (CRB)
The periodic frame allows fourier computations that result
in the conversion of the pattern axes X and Z (position x and
z respectively) into two linear phase maps (Φx (x) and Φz (z)
respectively) defined by Eq. 1.
(
Φx (x) = 2π · x/λphy
(1)
Φz (z) = 2π · z/λphy
where λphy is the physical period of the pattern. The aim of
the missing lines and columns is to unequivocally break the
periodicity by means of a binary code (as define in encoded
cell of Fig. 4) and thus to allow the correct determination of
every period index in both directions from any local view of
the pattern. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 where the minor field
of view of Fig. 4a is inserted in the major field of view of
Fig. 4b (yellow square). Positions are retrieved for the Center
of the Field of View (CFV) by involving two phase parameters
as described below:
(
xCF V = λphy φ2πx + kx λphy
(2)
zCF V = λphy φ2πz + kz λphy

Before going for the modelling, a behavioral examination of
the designed platform is carried out in COMSOL multiphysics.
Because of the deformable beams around the CRB (as shown
in Fig. 2), non-linearity in force-displacement relation is
expected, especially when large deformation is targeted. To
analyse the behavior, a ramp force of 50 mN was applied on
the CRB, along the Z axis (marked as fz in Fig. 2).
The displacement of the geometrical center of the CRB
(zCRB ) was retrieved from COMSOL as depicted in the forcedisplacement curve of Fig. 5 which shows non-linear evolution
of stiffness. Any mechanical structure in general has a linear
zone which may differ in size (operational region) based on the
structural feature, and therefore it becomes important to have
a model which could can adapt to the non-linear evolution.
A “Model” is presented in this work, which would basically
work as a linear model for a defined linear range and as a nonlinear model otherwise. If the translation along the two axes
are termed as dx and dz , along X and Z axes respectively then
overall motion along the two axes is given by Eq. 3, where
xI , zI are initial positions of CFV along the respective axes
and α is the rotation of the platform.

 
 
xCF V
cos α − sin α dx
xI
 zCF V  =  sin α cos α dz   zI 
(3)
1
0
0
1
1
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As dx and dz , are pure translations, they directly depend on the
forces fx and fz applied along these two axes. The additional
displacement component (resulted from rotation) is referred to
as PI and is defined in Eq. 5.

 
xCF V
a1 cos α
 zCF V  =  a1 sin α
1
0

−a1 sin α
a1 cos α
0


cos α
PI =  sin α
0

− sin α
cos α
0


 f
0 ( ax2 )rx
0 ( afz )rz  + PI (4)
2
1
1
 
0
xI
0  zI 
1
1

(5)

The overall equation including forces fx , fz along the two
axes and the initial position component PI are shown in Eq. 4.
The variables rx and rz , are representative of the linear or nonlinear force-deformation relation. For instance, these variables
should be unity for a linear relation and non-unity for a nonlinear behavior. Depending on the material properties of the
deforming structure, the non-linearity component needs to be
adjusted in order to reflect the changing non-linear stiffness.
Variables rx , and rz can be defined using Eq. 6, where def is
xCF V and zCF V respectively for defining r as rx and rz .
u(def )

(
u(def ) =

r = a3

(6)

0, if 0 ≤ def < d1
bi , if d1 ≤ def < di+1

(7)

Function u(def ) is defined in Eq. 7 which facilitate the decision making approach by splitting the sensing range into subregions. di defines the boundaries based on the displacements.
In Eq. 7, system is in linear region for def < d1 , otherwise the
system is in non-linear zone. i is the number of sub-regions in
non-linear zone, for i = 1, system has only 1 region (between
d1 and d2 ) in non-linear zone. The force-displacement relation
is defined linear for def < d1 , therefore the respective algebraic
powers (rx , and rz ) for X and Z axis respectively must be 1
in this region. When the system is in non-linear region then
the rx , and rz should be non-unity. But, there need to be a
parameter independent of the respective algebraic powers (rx ,
and rz ), so that an adequate scaling of stiffness can be realized
between linear and non-linear region. These parameters are
respectively defined as a1 and a2 . The parameter required to
handle rx and rz throughout the operational range is a3 , which
is raised to zero algebraic power for linear region and nonzero positive power for non-linear. Eq. 7 defines the algebraic
power of rx and rz , the respective intercept component in
order to keep smooth computation is defined by Eq. 8. If the
non-linearity component is uniform, then only one value of bi ,
and ci with i = 1 is sufficient for a good force-displacement
estimation. If not, the non-linear region may be divided into
several sub-regions to include the changes of the non-linearity
component throughout the sensing range.
(
0, if 0 ≤ def < d1
v(def ) =
(8)
ci , if d1 ≤ def < di+1

In order to estimate the forces and torque Eq. 4 can be inverted
and written as Eq. 9 for force estimate along X and Z, where
tx , and tz are variables defined by Eq. 10.
(
1
CF V ) ( r )
) x
fˆx = a2 ( tx −v(x
a1
(9)
1
CF V ) ( r )
fˆz = a2 ( tz −v(z
) z
a1
  
tx
cos α
tz  = − sin α
1
0

sin α
cos α
0



−xI
xCF V
−zI   zCF V 
1
1

(10)

Considering the symmetry of the sensing platform, the
mechanical parameters along X and Z axes were considered
equal. Therefore the different mechanical coefficients formulated in terms of different parameters are considered same
along both axes.
q
2
(11)
R = x2L + zL
T̂ = feq Rsinγ
q
feq =

γ = tan−1

2
2
fˆx + fˆz

zL
fˆz
+ tan−1
xL
fˆx

(12)
(13)

(14)

The torque estimation (T̂ can be defined by Eq. 12) requires
the distance between the point of load application (xL , zL )
and the center OW , this is marked as R (Eq. 11). Where,
feq (Eq. 13) is the overall force which makes an angle γ
(Eq. 14) with frame OW . The calculation of torque depends
on the forces measured and the point of load application, and
therefore the corresponding estimation accuracy is dependent
on these constituents information. In the absence of any adequate commercial torque sensor, meeting both precision and
workspace requirements, the current work uses the mentioned
constituent information (forces measured experimentally, and
point of load application) for the torque estimation.
IV. FABRICATION P ROCESS
Use of silicon is widespread, and it enables to fabricate high
aspect ratio beams. Also, its hookean nature with minimized
energy dissipation and less fatigue behavior allows a high
order of repeatability. Therefore silicon is chosen for the
device fabrication, which started with a Silicon-on-Insulator
(SOI) wafer (size 5 inch, thickness 500 µm) with 1.2 µm SiO2
coating on both side (Fig. 6a). One side (along with side wall)
of this coating is removed with Buffered Hydrofluoric (BHF)
acid etching by keeping the other side with a protective resist.
The negative resist is then deposited with a designed mask,
followed by resist deposition for Deep Reaction Ion Etching
(DRIE). This process is done for the bottom and top side with
deposition of Aluminium (electrode patterning) with the use
of protective resist deposition in between. Finally, the etching
of aluminium is made followed by remaining residue cleaning
with acetone and ethanol respectively. As defined encoding in
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Fig. 4, each square is targeted to be of 3 µm resulting into
physical period of 6 µm. The fabrication result is shown in
Fig. 6b, the obtained encoded squares on the fabricated CRB
is measured 3.01 µm, resulting into less than 0.4 % fabrication
error.

Positioner

Encoded CRB
Side view camera
Reference sensor
Patern monitoring camera

Silicon wafer with double sided

Y

coating (1.2 µm)

X

Z
BHF etching for bottom side and side wall

Al electrode paaterning (100 nm) by lift-o

Reference sensor probe

removal

process

Fig. 7: Experimental setup: including the sensing platform,
cameras, reference sensor and positioning stage

Bottom side DRIE etching

Bottom side protection resist deposition (spray coating)

BHF etching for top side

removal

Cleaning and releasing of samples

(a) Summarized fabrication process

resolution validation requirement. The reference force sensor
is attached with a M122.2DD micro-positioner from Physik
Instrumente. The positioning of the reference sensor probe
relatively to the platform is made with the help of a side view
camera. The cameras used are IDS USB 3 uEye CP, with
a 20x magnification objective from Mitutoyo integrated with
OPTEM ZOOM 70 XL in the case of the pattern monitoring
camera.
B. Experimental Results

5 mm

(b) Fabricated platform with pattern

Fig. 6: Fabrication process and result

Fig. 8a presents the input displacement zP os (along Z) of
the positioner (sampling rate of 0.408 samples/sec) against
the resulted displacement of CFV along Z. The presence of
non-linearity between input zP os and output zCF V is visible
because of the compliance structure. The resulting motion of
the CRB is retrieved through the pattern monitoring camera
and the vision algorithms. The results obtained are depicted
in Fig. 8b, where the Z-X planar motion of CFV is shown,
along with the rotation of the platform. The obtained motion
along X and the rotation is very less compared to the force
application direction (along Z).

V. E XPERIMENTAL WORKS FOR PARAMETER
IDENTIFICATION

A. Principle and Setup
The experimental validation of the model requires the
knowledge of the force applied. For this purpose, the force
is applied along the Z axis of the CRB by means of a
reference force sensor fastened to a 1D micro-positioner. The
beam deformations induced by micro-positioner displacements
zP os result in displacements of the CRB which is measured
by vision, and the force fz is synchronously measured by
the reference force sensor. In this way, force-displacement
curves representative of the platform behavior can be recorded
and used for the identification of model’s parameters. The
experimental setup built is shown in Fig. 7, which consists
of a side view camera, a positioner, reference sensor, sensing
platform and pattern monitoring camera. The sensing platform
is placed with its encoded plane facing the pattern monitoring
camera. A reference force sensor; either a TEI FSB-101 with a
500 mN range or a FemtoTools FT-G102 sensing finger with a
250 µN range is used, depending on a long range validation or

C. Parameter Identification
The defined system parameters are identified using a nonlinear least square method to fit the reference force measured.
In order to minimize the non-linearity error, i = 5 was chosen,
resulting into splitting of operational regions into 6 sub-regions
(1 linear, and 5 non-linear). The chosen boundaries of the
defined sub-regions d1 , d2 , d3 , d4 , d5 , d6 are respectively 8,
17, 30, 40, 76 and 115 µm. The 5 identified parameters for bi
and ci are shown in the Table I. These parameters define the
piece-wise non-linearity needed for the precise estimation of
the forces. The number of parameters may be further increased
to enhance the estimation accuracy, but there is a trade-off
between the accuracy, number of regions and corresponding
computation complexity. In the present case we opted for i =
5, as it meets the aimed within 1 % accuracy without adding
complexity in the computation.
A comparison of the behavior, estimated from the model
and measurements from the reference force sensor is shown
in Fig. 8a. The force-displacement relation working in the
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Fig. 8: Estimation from identified model, and constituent
sensing from vision
TABLE I: Identified parameters (used in Eq. 4 to Eq. 9)
i
1
2
3
4
5

ai
97.58
0.034
0.36
–
–

bi
-0.06
1.2
1.015
0.992
1.025

ci
0.9
-43.2
-38.67
-38.19
-37.61

linear zone (def < d1 ) if extrapolated similarly in non-linear
zone then the obtained estimation (fˆz ) would be far from
the true value (fz ). This linear extrapolation plot is marked
as “Linear”, whereas the defined model with inclusion of
non-linearity is marked as “Model”. From the model, the
estimated force (fˆz ) is very close (error less than 0.5 %) to
the measurement provided by the reference force sensor (fz ).
VI. M ODEL VALIDATION
With the defined points M and P on the CRB from Fig. 4a,
additional studies of behavior are made when a force is applied
at M (as for the identification) but in other case force applied
at P (specific interest to study the coupling between the axis).

Fig. 10: Coupling: estimation of torque and force along X
With the help of the identified model, force along Z for the
two cases are estimated, the estimated force in comparison
to measurement from the reference force sensor is shown in
Fig. 9, marked M and P for the force applied at M and P
respectively. The applied force at M and P are respectively
110.2 mN and 66.1 mN. The calculated standard deviation in
all the presented cases are found less than 0.35 mN, which is
less than 1 % of the validated range (Fig. 12).
A. Estimation of Torque along Y and Force along X
The coupling presence, which includes the force along X
axis, and torque about the plane can be accordingly estimated
from the defined model (Sect. III). Force along X is shown in
Fig. 10 against the platform rotation α, this represents the
coupling of the two axis which is higher when the force
is applied at P than M. From Eq. 4, the position of CFV
is dependent on the forces applied, initial position, and the
rotation of the platform. The force applied along Z at M is
much higher compared to that at P (Fig. 9), but the load
application at P brings the higher force along X. This mainly
resulted from the beam relaxation, which is higher in case
of load application closer to beams (case of P), than that at
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M which is far from the supporting beams around. The extra
rotation is the key factor in having higher force along the
X for force at P compared to M (Eq. 9 and Eq. 10). For
force at M (Fig. 9), a force of amplitude 0.6 mN is estimated
along X (Fig. 10). This amplitude of force along X resulted
from the maximum amplitude of 110 mN applied along Z,
which is less than 1% in comparison to major sensing axis
(Z). This force coming along X may not be coming from
the pure coupling in sensing alone, but possible to have from
axial misalignment among different constituent systems such
as positioner, reference sensor, sensing platform and camera
(Fig. 7). Overall, it can be said that axis decoupling is achieved
within 1% of the sensing axis. For the torque estimation, from
Eq. 11 to 14, the point of load application (xL , zL ) and the
equivalent force inclination together defines the torque. The
estimated torque as shown in Fig. 10, is therefore higher for
load at P compared with load at M. A precise estimation of
force, and the rotation can ensure an adequate estimation of
the torque.

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
0

500

1000

Fig. 12: Estimation error (fz -fˆz ) from different experiments:
[Identification (M)-Fig. 8a, Validation (M) and Validation (P)Fig. 9, Repeatability-Fig. 11]

B. Repeatability and sensing resolution validation
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Fig. 11: Force along Z, Repeatability test
In the previous sections a long range sensing capability
is demonstrated, in this subsection repeatable behavior and
experimental resolution of the proposed platform is discussed.
The repeatability test (Fig. 11) of the proposed force sensor
is done (sampling rate of 0.166 samples/sec), the sensed
deviation error is found within the proposed 1 % range, which
validates high repeatability of the proposed sensing platform.
The corresponding estimation errors in all the cases from
identification to repetition test, are shown in Fig. 12 with an
error within 1 % of sensing range.
In order to validate the high RtR2 of our proposed sensor, an
experimental demonstration is needed. One required change in
the experimental setup used previously, is the reference sensor
with a high sensing resolution and compatible to work-space.
So keeping the mentioned requirements into consideration,
FemtoTools FT-G102 sensing finger is used. A staircase input
of 250 nm step-size is given to the positioner. Then force
from the reference sensor and positions from vision algorithm

100

200

Fig. 13: Validation of resolution
were measured (sampling rate of 0.285 samples/sec). The
experimental and estimation from model, are shown in Fig. 13.
The obtained result estimates the force with a value close
to the mean noise value of the referenced force sensor. The
obtained behavior validates a sensing resolution less than 2
µN (approximately 1.8 µN). Mainly this order of force brings
the proposed system in linear zone, meaning that u(def ) (Eq.
7), v(def ) (Eq. 8) is 0. Therefore the same model, with same
identified parameters is able to validate a high resolution, along
with the capability to adapt non-linear regions evolution for a
high range sensing.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
This work proposes a methodology to generalize the sensing
over a high range keeping advantage of linear and non-linear
operational zones together. A platform capable of sensing
micro-forces along 2 planar axes and torque about the plane
is presented. Sensing resolution of less than 2 µN and a
force range of 110 mN are demonstrated experimentally. The
estimated error and the non-linearity of the proposed sensor
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are less than 1 % (better or close to the discussed state-ofthe-art), but with the use of a non-linear model, a disruptive
RtR2 of 55000 is successfully demonstrated. In the different
micro-scale tasks, where the required forces to be sensed
varies significantly with some small variation in the dependent
parameters then in such cases high RtR2 force sensor becomes
highly demanding. Indeed, the other use would be to use
the proposed device for characterization of a wide range
of devices/structures. This bolster high acceptability of the
proposed device among various tasks at micro-scale. As a
future work the demonstrated force sensor may be employed
in a real-time task handling.
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